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Extraordinary Soul Mystery School  

Module 36 

                              The Fire Door: The Walk of the Fox                                     

                          

We have learned that each position has a e Masculine and Feminine aspect and a dark and light side of each 
step on the Infinity Symbol.  We have also learned how to “spin” your wheel to look at your Dance of the Fox.  
We learned that when we place our infinity symbol so that our “3” is on our birth position, the spinner 
indicates our default choices/steps we take every time we make a decision.  These steps are the ones that are 
natural to us from birth.  We can look at both the light and the dark aspects at each of those points from both 
the masculine and feminine position.  From that information we can formulate an intention for each of the 
steps one through seven to release any old, worn out ways of behaving that no longer serve us.   These are 
our dark arrows and we will be dancing a release dance with them today.   
 
For those of you that are dancing today, you should have 7 dark arrows to dance with and then dispose of, 
one for each intention. We will begin with arrow 1.  You will want to stand in the direction of that arrow on 
your own birth wheel.  (This is why you wrote the direction at the top of the intention card, so you would 
know where to stand.)  From then you will progress, 2-7, one for each song.  When you are finished dancing 
each dance, place your arrow just danced in the center of your wheel.  Once we are complete, take the arrows 
out and burn them immediately.  Do not wait!        
 

                                
                         
On the next page is the outline of the definition of each of your dance steps, for your own reference. 
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